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I was in Army ROTC and was pretty good at it. I was on the rifle team, and the howitzer drill 
team, since Princeton ROTC was an artillery unit. Jim “Easy Stretch” Merritt, a freshman 
lacrosse teammate was also on the howitzer drill team, as were Bruce Vanda, John Hart, Steve 
Koller and others. We drilled with an old 105 mm howitzer, and the deuce and a half truck, with 
a crash gear box, which means there was no synchromesh up or down.  Every change of gears 
required a double clutch, to match the speed of the transmission and the engine. This resulted in 
many crunching sounds from missed shifts. This was a 2   ton capacity truck (hence deuce and a 
half) that carried the men, ammo, and trailered the howitzer.  Our forward observer would 
“range” the designated target, and we would virtually load 3 to 7 bags of powder, and HE or AP 

rounds, depending on the target. This was all fictional, and the training exercises ran through the 
town of Princeton.  I am sure this did more to alarm the populace than reassure them that we, the 
leaders of tomorrow, would be able to protect them. When I decided to go to medical school, at 
the end of sophomore year, I didn’t sign up again for ROTC, because as a doctor I would go in as 
a captain, not a lieutenant, and have a medical school deferment. The year was 1964, 2 years 
before my graduation in 1966. 

The signal event I remember from ROTC occurred during the Spring Review, at the end of our 
sophomore year.   The Howitzer Drill Team was center stage before the reviewing stand, 



consisting of our commanding ROTC officer, and his commanding officer, and lesser dignitaries.  
Using the deuce and a half, we pulled the 105 mm into the middle of the review field, and put on 
a demonstration of the speed and efficiency we had in going from a towed artillery piece to a 
fully functioning field piece, by firing off dummy shells. Our first mishap occurred when Jim 
launched himself from the truck, during the dismount, when he caught his foot on the high 
tailgate, and stumbled to the ground, losing his helmet in the process.  Overcoming this faux pas, 
we set up the piece in record time, but when we fired, the end of the howitzer became a flaming 
torch.  John Hart had forgotten to remove the canvas muzzle cover, which was set ablaze by the 
blank round. I remember looking into the review stand, and our officer in charge of ROTC was 
shrinking under the stare of his commanding officer. 

 
John recalls that at our next ROTC meeting the cover was stitched up, as if someone had repaired 
it at home. Perhaps there was no budget line item for howitzer cover repair. 
 
Afterward 
 
As John reports, “That was the high point of my military career as I dropped out at the end of 
sophomore year. The Army didn’t loose much, believe me. In total, I passed three army 
physicals but never went in (long story). I received an occupational deferment just in time as I 
took a job after graduation working for a company that made computers used by the Army, 
NASA, etc. I spent a lot of time at Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville, AL (von Braun territory) 
where I worked with numerous lieutenants and captains, as well as an occasional major, so I 
suppose it was the functional equivalent of actually being in the army without the uniform or 
rank. The NASA work was more satisfactory, to be honest. It’s worth mentioning that more than 

a few members of that unit went on to serve honorably and well, but those stories would belong 
to them. 
 
“I thought the ROTC incident was muzzled forever after the passing of buddies Bruce Vanda and 
Steve Koller, who never let me forget. Then Nelson mentioned it as his most memorable ROTC 
memory and claimed that Jim was the culprit. I had to come clean and confess, at which point 
Nelson wrote this story, and, as the webmaster, I was duty bound to put it on the web site.” 
 
Jim has a different experience. As he writes “I absolutely hated ROTC and was in it at the 

insistence of my dad, Jim Merritt ’42, who had gone through the program and loved it. (After his 
commissioning he transferred from field artillery to the air corps and became a bomber pilot.) He 
argued, quite correctly, that I would almost certainly be in the military after college and being an 
officer was a lot better than being an enlisted man.  
 
“So I signed up for the first two years. I detested the drills and the scratchy uniform and 

everything else. I remember the spring review but not the canvas muzzle cover snafu (or 
forgetting to remove it). I do remember falling out of the back of the truck when we were 
supposed to jump out of it — my foot caught on the gate and my helmet flew off to boot when I 
hit the ground.  
 



“Another thing I hated about ROTC was that in the fall of sophomore year I had to take Physics 

101 — this after I had already fulfilled my lab science requirement freshman year by taking 
Psychology 101. I barely passed and was determined not to take the second-semester Physics 
102. So I went to see Colonel Don’t Recall His Name (a nice fellow, actually, with a southern 
accent) and told him I would not continue with physics, even if it disqualified me from 
continuing ROTC beyond sophomore year. To my dismay, he said no problem, he’d waive the 

requirement.  
 
“Eventually I talked to my dad and told him I was determined to quit the program, and that I 
understood the advantages of being an officer but would opt for officer candidate school after 
college, ideally Navy OCS. Which is what I did.” 
 
 


